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Tools Needed to Repair S2112WO Series Head

1. Set of Snap Ring Pliers
2. 2mm and 2.5mm Hex Key Wrench
3. Set of Punches
4. 13 oz. Ball Peen Hammer
5. Three Ton Arbor Press
6. Set of V-Blocks
7. Parts Cleaning Tank
8. Service Removable Thread Locker
9. Grease ISY-Grease OMC²-2 or 24212
Disassembly of the S2112WO Series Head

1. Remove the inside circlip that retains the crown gear and bearings from the back of the housing. Remove the crown gear and bearings.

2. Remove the six 2.5mm cap head screws and two 2mm hex flush head from the lower housing, separate the lower and upper housings.

3. Remove all gears, needle bearings, ball bearings, dog, grooved pins and springs from the low housing. Separate the bevel gear and input drive gear. Separate the crown gear and radial bearings. Clean all parts thoroughly in a parts cleaning tank.
Disassembly of the S2112WO Series Head (continued)

4. Inspect needle bearings ball bearings for pitting, bearings for knocking and looseness and all gears for pitting and grooves in teeth of gears. Replace as needed with genuine AIMCO/Acra-Dyne parts.

Assembly of S2112WO Series Head

1. Put a light coat of grease on all part that go inside of the upper and lower housing.

2. Press the two radial bearings onto the crown gear, install the washer and circlip.

3. Install the 21 ball bearings where the bevel gear goes in the upper housing.
4. Install the dog grooved pin side up into the upper housing and install the special spring bent ends down between the dog and the outer wall of the upper housing.

5. Install the key in the input drive gear and install the bevel gear over the key and down towards the gear part of the input drive gear. Install all gears and needle bearings into the upper housing. Rotate the input drive gear counter clockwise until the dog engages with the idler gear.

6. Install the output drive gear so that the opening in the upper housing lines up with the opening in the output drive gear. Install the lower housing onto the upper housing making sure that the axle shaft in the lower housing goes into the input drive gear.
7. Install the six 2.5mm hex cap head screws and the two 2mm hex flush head screws to 16 in. lbs. using service removable thread locker.

8. Install the crown gear into the back of the housing and install the circlip that retains the crown gear in the housing.

Output Drive Gear

S2112-03  12mm Surface Drive
S2112-03.1  10mm Surface Drive
S2112-03.2  12mm Hex
S2112-03.3  10mm Hex
S2112-03.4  10mm & 12mm Hex Combination
S2112-03.5  12mm Surface Drive Extended 9mm
S2112-03.6  10mm & 15mm Double Hex Extended 10mm
S2112-03.8  10mm & 15mm Surface Drive Extended 10mm
**Notice:** All work must be performed by a trained and certified AIMCO/AcraDyne repair technician. Replace all worn parts with original AIMCO / AcraDyne parts.

**Tube Nut Head:**
- Lubricate the tube nut head every 4,000 cycles with ISY-Grease OMC²-2 part number 24212.
- Heavy-duty cycles cleaned, inspected and lubricated every 100,000 cycles.
- Medium-duty cycles cleaned, inspected and lubricated every 250,000 cycles.
- Light-duty cycles cleaned, inspected and lubricated every 500,000 cycles.

**Ring Gears, Planet Gears & Bearings for the Tool:**
- Heavy-duty cycles cleaned, inspected and lubricated every 100,000 cycles.
- Medium-duty cycles cleaned, inspected and lubricated every 250,000 cycles.
- Light-duty cycles cleaned, inspected and lubricated every 500,000 cycles.
- Life expectancy:
  - Heavy-duty cycles - 1 million cycles
  - Light to medium duty cycles - over 2 million cycles.